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MEMORANDUM FOR: Those on Attached List #
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FROM: Elinor G. Adensam, Chief g' b a ,C A w O ^
Licensing Branch No. 4

4 v M, d' -+ s ~ f 's g4Z2j-

8Division of Licensing

SUBJECT: MIDLAND INTERROGATORIES d> " aCc/

Enclosed is a copy of the interrogatories submitted by Intervenor M. P. Sinclair
on the Midland Plant. Since the ASLB requires the answers to be transmitted to
the Board by July 28, 1982, we request that written answers to the questions for
which your staff is responsible be transmitted to 00L by July 19, 1982.

We have marked the responsible branches next to the question numbers. If you
feel that you are assigned a question for which you are not responsible, please
contact the project manager, Darl Hood, at X28474 as soon as possible. Replies
are not required for those questions which OELD intends to submit an objection.
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Elinor G. Adensam, Chief
Licensing Branch No. 4
Division of Licensing
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As stated
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>, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION 1:

'

~ .:
.

Before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board ,

~
.

In the Matter of: ) r

) * Doc. Nos. 50-329 sc
CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY, ) 50-330 M v0

) J
p'bbI(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2 ) Operatine License

hl ,

\,i
DISCOVERY QUESTIONS OF INTERVENOR MARY P. SINCLAIR

June 18,1982

These interrogatories are filed in accordance with the Special Prehearing
*

Conference Order of February 26, 1979.

Terms are defined as follows:,-

( " Staff"--means any consultants or expert witnesses retained by the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (NBC) for'any issue discussed as well as the regular

NRC staff.

" Documents"--shall include reports, studies, notes, worksheets, meeting

reports and summaries, correspondence, telecons or other communications.

Documents to be provided and questions are as follows:
#Gl$ 1. Provide th opy of NUREG-0410. "The NRC Program for the Resolu-

,
tion of GeneralIssues Related to Nuclear Power Plants"(1978),

2. Contention 6 deals with the poor quality control record of both the Applicant

and the architect-engineer both at Palisades and Midland. As the Board has requested;

discovery questions are to be directed to current operation of the Quality Assurance

program (including the alleged " doctoring"-of welding certificates). '

_
M.b#Questions

,s
Provide all the documentation on the " doctoring" of welding certifi-fep.,g a..e

/ cates at Midland available to the NRC staff at this time.
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M,e b. The current status of the QA program has been most recently com-

mented on by the ACRS in their letter of June 11, 1982. Willk5e QA audit

recommended by the ACRS be undertaken? 5

Rep %K0oL What assurance does the public have that it will be an' independentc.

audit ?

g;,,,4 po t, d. List the procedures by which the Quality Assurance issues that

the ACRS has recommended to be reviewed will be undertaken.

Dot e. Will there be opportunity for third party review of these procedures

and the results ?

3 Contention 7 deals with the fact that the Applicant has distorted and suppressed

the truth regarding important new information in proceedings before the Commission.

(Exhibits 24, 25, Suspension hearings, Dec. '1,1976). The Applicant has continued

to concealimportant information, such as the failure to advise the NBC about the

Administration building settlement, the material false statement listed in the-

December 6,1979 Order that Initiated the OM-OL proceedings, and four other

false statements in Appendix A of the December 6 Order. *
>

Questions: .

0 8dif 77 [ In view of their history of concealing the truth, what assurance does

tha NRC staff have that further soils remedial work, as approved by the

/ Construction Permit Amendment #3 and NRC's May 25, 1962 letter to Mr.

Cook, will proceed with due regard for public health and safety? Provide

documentation. ,

C6/t'c770N The Board's April 30, 1982 Memorandum and Order calling for th'e,

Amendment to the Construction Permits expressed " doubt whether, in the

absence of Staff review and approval, Consumers would carry out certain

remedial soils activities using appropriate QA procedures and principles."

(p 14-15) What events happened between that April 30, 1982 Memorandum

and Order and the May 25,1982 letter to Mr. Cook granting permission to

proceed with Phase II remedial work?
..

r
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08/(c.77o4) Who were all the people involved in making this decisiqn and in.

' j drawing up the May 25,1982 letter to Mr. Cook? Provide documentation

that substantiate'the validity for coming to the decision that Ib to the
'

* May 25,1982 letter to Mr. Cook.

#6#3 5#6, Pt#4,Qh8, d. Did any members of the staff not agree with this letter? Who ar{they ?MiaGE nocument th ir e ~

rns.he nuclear fuel cycle and the lack of a method to'
4 Contentions 0 an on t

Ak krmae
~

ej store nuclear waste should now be admitted for discovery since the U.S. District

Court of Appeals struck down as invalid the S.3 Table (April 27, 1982) on which

the NRC was relying for compliance with NEPA. I am resubmitting these issues

in my amended list of contentions.

AA Res 5. Contention 24 is now the basis for the on-going soil settlement hearings.
Ag'[,s e

6. Contention 27 deals with the lack of an adequate emergency evacuation plan

at Midland. .

.

Questions:

a. Who will decide when an emergency evacuation is necessary?

b. The area warning system has frequently malfunctioned. How will,

*

people be convinced it is a eal emergency ?

c. How high would radiation doses have to be before evacuation of a

10 mile zone is orde~ red ?

d. Will the radiation dose limits for evacuation vary for men, women,

children, pregnant women and Infants ? In what way ?

e. When Dow had a mafor chlorine leak several years ago, all the -

communications to the plant were jammed with people calling in or trying

to call out. How will this be avoided if the Midland nuclear plant has an
emergency ?

f. Have parents been consulted about how their children should be

taken care of if they are in school during an emergency?

g. During the Dow chlortne leak, people were driving into the cloud

to look for their sick relatives, children and pets. Do the em'ergency

plans allow for known human reaction patterns shown in past emergency

(j situations ? What are these plans ? Provide documentation.

h. How much time does the safe shutdown of all critical processes at

Dow require?

-
.
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1. What protection will the workers haveYvho ihust stay-during an
-~

'

CO emergency to complete the shutdown process ? .

.

F j. What special training for an emergency will these workers have?'

J What guarantees do you have that they will stay as lorig as neededk.
kduring an emergency.?

'

f 1. Will uncontaminated food and water supplies be kept available for

Qheir use for several days in the event of an emergency?
What are the host cities to which people in a 10 mile radius willm.

be evacuated? Have they been notified and prepared for this ?

How will people who do not understand the English language ben.

notified 7

How will people in nursing homes be evacuated ?o.

$9P0 How will people in hospitals be evacuated ?p.

How will people who do not own cars be evacuated ?q..

r. How many beds for treatment of radiation poisoning does the Midland

Hospital have ? Bay City General? Saginaw General?

s. What plans are in place to deal with changes in wind direction after
>

evacuation has begun ? How will people be notified of this change ?

Arc there segments'of the population for whom no evacuation planst.
can be made? Who are they? Why can't they be evacuated?

The NRC says there could be radioactive fallout as far as a 50 mileu.

radius. What protection will there be for residents beyond a 10 mile radius ? ,

Have t!)eir officials been included in the emergency planning process ?

Homeowners insur'ance policies specifically exclude coverage for
g p

loss due to a nuclear accident. Will homeowners be able to recover their
losses from some other source, since the arer could be uninhabitable for

decades ?

Contention 28 deals with the water hammer problem of pressurized water7.

reactors of the Midland type. This problem is !dentified as one of the unresolved

safety issues applicable to Midland 1 & 2 in the SER, C-4.
-

Questionr:- ,

\ hit, G t$ a. Since other reactors are now operating without having this problem

fesolved, would failure to have this problem resolved be sufficient reason

not to approve an operating license for Midland I and 27

-
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A M8,418 b. Given the same premise, would you allow the plants topperatej
at full power with this defect? -i

g c. What is the series of events in the reactors that will tkke place
'

'* when and if the water hammer problem manifests itself ?

$56 d. What non-safety related systems can affect or initiate the water

hammer problem ? Provide documents that explain this interaction

between the water hammer problem and non-safety related systems,

g,g e. Provide the most recent summary documents of the Task Force

A-1 that indicate methods for resolving the water hammer problems.

gg f. How will this unresolved safety problem affect the total power

output of these nuclear plants ?
_ ,

g g. Has there been any incident in an operating reactor which raise

this as a concern? Describe it and provide documents on the incident or
-

incidents.

688 h. Why is this an unresolved safety problem?

8. Cornention 29 deals with the failure of the design for the reactors to

consider the effect of an asymmettre loading on the reactor vessel supports

resulting from a postulated reactor ecolant pipe rupture at specific locations.

Questions: ,

th(g a. What is the precise way in which you have addressed this problem

to meet the special design at Midland?

p;gg b. Provide names and reports of contractors, consultants and docu-

ments of staff work for resolving this problem;

9 Contention 30 deals with the degradation of steam tube integrity. Babcock

and Wilcox (B&W) steam generator tube integrity is listed as one of the unresolved

safety problems at Midland 1 & 2. (SER, C-4)

a. Since other reactors are now operating without having this problem'gg g
resolved, would failure to have this problem resolved be sufficient reason

not to approve an operating Ilcense for Midland 1 & 27

- _ ,
_

.
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b. Given the same premise, would you allow the plants o operate^

pi7f6A/S
at full power with this defect ?

gg c. What is the series of events in the reactor that will take place ,
,

when and if the steam generator tube degradation problem manifests itself?-

M6 d. What non-safety related systems can affec't or initiate the steam

generator tube degradation problem? Provide documents that explain

this interaction between the steam generator tube degradation problem

and non-safety related systems.

S/6 e. Provide the [nost recent summary documents of the Task Force

A-3, A-4, and A-5 that indicate possible methods for resolving the -

steam generator tube degradation problem.

Gig f. How will this unresolved safety problem affect the total power"

output of these nuclear plants ?

g. Has there been any incident in an operating reactor which rarsedgg
this as a concern ? Describe it and provide documents on the incident

.

or incidents. ,

G/15 h. Why is this an unresolved safety problem?

1. Provide documentation on corrosion problems at other operatingp g og
B&W plants.

j. Provide documentation to show how the type of corrosion that has
A MIS, CMS

occurred at the T.H-1 reactor steam generator while standing idle ccT t

occur at Midland. *
,

10 . Contention 31 deals with anticipated transients without scram (ATWS),

Questions

s. Indicate precise ways in which this problem will be handled forggg
Midland given the unique design of this plant and its interrelationship

with The Dow Chemical Co.

b. Provide draft copy of NUREG-0460, Vol. 4, and documents of
'

ggg
staff, consultants and contractors dealing with the resolution of this problem.

gg c. Indicate all non-safety related systems that can affect ATWS.
.

--
- ..-

*
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( 11 . Contention 32 deals with the questions of suitable safety margigs for
,

materials used for reactor vessel fabrication. Reactor Vessel Materials Tough-
.~.

ness is listed as one of the unresolved safety problems in the SER, of.C-4. The.

,

questions of reactor embrittlement and the consequences of thermal shock have

had increased attention by the NBC.

Questions:

a. Provide all the documents and papers of Dimitri Basedekas who

has stated that cracking of reactors will occur as a result of the embrit-

tiement problem.

>s Tag b. Provide documentation on the materials that went into the con-
,

struction of the Midland reactors as well as the dates they were built

and the dates they were installed. {
c. Provide reasons and documentation why Unit I which was known -

g ygg .

to be among 9 defective reactors in the country with a high' copper content

in a major weld was permitted to be installed even though this defect was
,

known for some time.

M Tid d. Provide evaluations of pressure vesselintegrity at other reactocs

and how these compare with Midland.

e. Provide any analysis of rapid cool downs and how they compare
p 7g pg

with Midland.

p ytr3 f. What surveillance requirements are required for pressure vessels
'

'

of the B&W Midland type?
'

m ystS g. Provide documentation to show that these surveillance requirements

are adeounte.

h. Has there been any incident in any operating plant which raised a$7eny6
concern on this problem? Describe it and provide documentation,

gg 1. Provide documents to show why this is an unresolved safety problem.

12 Contention 33 addresses the necessity of reassessing the fracture toughness

of the steam generator and reactor co'olant pump support structure because of the

potential for lamellar tearing and low fracture toughness of these materials. This

has been identified as an unresolved safety problem in the SER, C-4.

*
.
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Questions: ,t ,,
.

Since other reactors are now operating without having'this problem$/$ a.
,

resolved, would failure to have this problem resolved be sufhcient reason
'

not to approve an operating license for Midland 1 & 27 A
m dl* J

G gg b. Given the same premise, would you allow thgplants to operate at

full power with this defect?

ggg .c. What is the series of events in the reactors that will take place

when and if the low fracture toughness and lamellar tearing problem

manifests itself ? .g

R $6,/5$ d. What non-safety related systems can affect or initiate this problem?

Provide documents that explain this interaction between this problem and

non-safety related systems,

Provide the most recent summary documents of the Task Force A-12e.g fg
that indicate methods for trying to resolve this problem.

f. How will this unresolved safety problem affect the total power output4gg,

of these nuclear plants 7
~

ps ygg, cM 6 g. Has there been any incident in an operating reactor which raised

this as a concern ? Describe it and provide documents on the incident or

incidents.

4fg h. Why is this an unresolved safety problem?
-

13 Contention 34 deals with the actual and potential of snubber malfunction.
.

Questions:
Provide documents on the methodology employed to determine theWF6 a.

necessity for using snubbers as component supports in the .fidland project.\

yngd b. How does the snubber problem specifically apply to .%Ildland ?

List the specific measures that will be taken to resolve this issue,A Fg c.
d. What non-safety related systems can affect or initiate the mal-g

function of snubbers ? Provide documents that explain this interaction

between the snubbers that malfunction and non-safety reinted systems.

W d$ f. How will this unresolved safety problem offect the total power'

output of these nuclear plants ?

.. - . . -.. - .. . -. . . . . . . .
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prad, e846 g. Has there been any incident in an operating reactor wMeh raisedj
'

this as a concern,? Describe it and provide documents on thiincident or
. .

incidents. S

6,fA[h h. Why is this an unresolved safety problem?
'

14 . Contention 35 deals with pressure vesselintegrity and the "significant

uncertainties"in the ability to detect and adequately size Daws to assure continued

integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and to assess margin against
,

failure under various plant conditions fcr the full life of the plant.

Questions:

a. What is the precise way in which the staff has addressed this problem

for the Midland design?

m7g b. In the staff's opinion, has this been resolved for Midland ? Provide
documentation

>Td't, A S 6
Since the accident at TMI-2, it is known that failure probabilit,yc.

of a reactor pressure vessel must be considered as a dest' n basis accident.g

What is the course of events that will occur that can lead to such an accident?

std8 d. What is the precise probability for such an event for Midland 1 & 2?
'

pyg e. Provide all documents on the ability to detect and adequately size

g flaws in the pressure vessel.

pt g6 f. Provide names of contractors, consultants and staff members who

( are responsible for this PR A.

7 g. Identify any staff members or consultants who disagree with these
*

g views. Provide documents on their views. '

M 7dl$ h. Has there been any incident in any operating plant which raised

this issue asa concern ? Describe'it. Provide documents to show how it

was resolved.

15 Contention 3G discusses the lack of a systematic process to review dif-

ferent nuclear power plant systems to determine their safety-related impact on

other parts of the plant. Systems interactions is identified as an unresolved safety

problem applicable to Midland 1 & 2 in the SER, C-4.

.

' * * * * * . _ _ . _ ~ _ . , , .-
*
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Questions: ,.

. .

/fh6, Gl8 a Since other reactors are now operating without having this problem
^

resolved, would' failure to have this problem resolved be sufficient reason
'

not to approve an operating license for Midland 1 & 2 7

gfA6, (w/$ b. Given the same premise, would you allow thg plants to operate at
full power with this defect?

Gilk c. Provide the most recent summary documents of the Task Force A-17

that indiente methods for resolving this problem.

Artjtd d. How will this unresolved safety problem affect the total power output

of these nuclear plants ?

8.f2A6 e. Describe and document the incidents in operating B&W reactors

where systems interaction was a concern.

6/8 ' f. Why is this an unresolved safety problem?
,

16 . Contention 37 deals with the absence of adequate design criteria for postula-

tion of pipe breaks and protection therefrom.

Questions:

m gg a. Precisely how does this lack of design criteria for pipe breaks apply

to the Midland plant design?

mpg b. Provide names and reports of all contractors and consultants who

have worked on this problem. Provide summary documents on their work. -

c. Provide documents of staff that worked on this problem.N Es
p, pf d. Have any staff memb'ers or consultants disagreed with the criteria

being used? Who are they? Describe the substance of their disagreement

and provide documents on this.

MO What non-safety related systems can initiate or aggravate a pipee.

break problem ?

Mf6 f. liow will this interaction be monitored or controlled ? ,
,

17.. Contention 38 deals with the inadequate analyses of main stes'mline break

and the concerns regarding the capability of the equipment to survive such a break

i inside the containment.

.
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g(6)f6 a. Has a PR A been made for this problem? What is it? -Provide documents.

Precisel' how does this apply to the Midland I & 2 dekign ?gg g b. y

c. Provide names of staff, contractors and consultants who have-

worked on this problem and their final reports for resolving this issue.

Apdyd d. Has any staff member, contractor or consultant disagreed with

your final resolution of this issue?

dt?d,hd6 e. If so, what were the reasons for their dissent? Provide documents

on their reasons.

18. Contention 39 deals with the inadequacy of Appendix J to set forth clearly

the requirements for acceptable containment leak testing programs and for field

inspectors to judge the acceptability of a licensees containment leak testing practices.,

Questions:

g$f a. What improvements have been made in Appendix J since 1978?'

Provide documents that describe them.

CSS b. How does this problem specifically apply to the Midland nuclear plants ?

In their first summary letter on Midland, the ACRS stated that B&WEsd .

reactors have a higher leakage rate than other similar type reactors.

Provide documents on the extent of this higher leakage rate as compared to

other reactors.

C56, //y'a.1 d. What leak testing programs for the Midland nuclear plants has the

staff found acceptable ? Do the field inspectors agree that this is an accept-

able leak testing program? Provide documents to demonstrate these facts.

CS6,1 .w3 e. Has any staff member, field inspector, contractor or consultant9
disagreed as to the acceptability of the containment leak testing program?

If so, provide documentation on the nature of their dissent.

CS6 f. If no improvements have been made, does Append!x J remain the

regulatory requrrement? :

19. Contention 40 deals with the lack of adequate qualification methods to.

satisfy the requirements for safety-related equipment established in IEEE standard*

323-1974 for nuclear generating plants.

*
. _
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: a. Have adequate qualification methods been established to meet the

IEEE Standard 323-1974 for safety-related equipment at the h[idland I & 2 7
'
-

b. If the answer is yes, provide documents to substantiate your answer.
'

c. If the answer is no, what criteria for qualification and what standards,

Eqs are being used for safety-related electrical equipment? Provide documents

to substantiate your answer.

d. Have any staff members or consultants disagreed on the adequacy

( of your methods or criteria for qualification of safety-related equipment?

Provide documents that indicate the nature of their dissent.

20. Contention 41 deals with the present practices of permitting the connection

of non-safety loads and required safety loads toClass IE power sources.

Questions:

a. Have any improvements been made in the manner in which non-safety
.

'

loads and required safety loads and their connection to Class IE powe'r
!

sources since this contention was written in 1978 ?

b. If the answer is yes, provide documents to explain changes.

c. If the answer is no, explain the sequence of events that can happen *

b with these types of connections that could lead to significant releases of

; radioactivity to the environment in the event of an accident.|

f d. What could be done, if anything, to intercept this course of events ?
,

e. How does this problem specifically apply to Midland ?

f. List the specific measures that will be taken to resolve this issue.

21. Contention 42 deals with the fact that there is no assurance of adequate

overpressure protection at Midland.

Questions:

a. Describe and document all the incidents of pressure transients in

B&W reactors which have exceeded pressure temperature limits of the

reactor vessels. ;

y( b. How were each of these incidents initittated? How were they resolved ?

c. How does this problem specifically apply to Midland?

d. What specific measures are being taken to solve this problem at

Midland ?

L

- *
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# p_. Centention 43 deals with the vulnerability of the Midland reactors to

, _

\ industrial (or other) sabotage. . _ '.

.

Questions:
* 4

FEMA has already indicated that the Midland area is a military- -

target because of the Dow production and research operations he . some'

f f which have military uses. Have precautions for security of the plant!

yF taken this fact into consideration ?

To what extent will the civil rights of people working in the nuclear.

f plant, the Dow facilities and the community as a whole be violated as a

V means of security protection ? This includes wire-tapping, surveillance,

and other types of invasion of privacy.

Has the public or the employees been advised as to how their civil.

r ghts will be affected in order to provide security for the Midland nuclear

lant?

08JtcT/*M 2 Contention 44 deals with the need to reexamine'Ihe Dow Chemical Co.

power systems as set forth in NUREG-0305 because of serious safety-related

cozcerns. -

Ouestions:<
'(

Has this reexamination of Dow Chemical power systems taken place

for Midland ?

If the answer is no, how do you intend to compensate for this problem

at Midland? -
.

[ List the specific measures that are being taken to solve this problem.
24 Contention 45 deals with the fact that the offsite power system for the Midland

facility fails to meet the requirements of General Design Criterion 17

Questions:

q a. Document the specific manner in which the offsite power source will

interface with the onsite power systems at Midland. :

b. Will any of this interac, tion depend on electrical equipment that has

been stressed by the soil settlement problem?

--m** * e -*
___ , _
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What are the special testing procedures that will be u6dertaken prior\ pt$ c.

to operation to solve this problem at >Hdland given the uniqui soil settle-

ment problems and their effect of unduly and unevenly stressing underground
,

installations which includes electrical equipment ?

?5. Contention 46 deals with the absence of acceptable standards and criteria
'

governing the management of heavy loads near spent fuel.

Questions:

a. How does this problem specifically apply to Midland?[
b. What specific measures have been taken to improve methods for

handling this problem at Midland since it was identified in NUREG-0410?

c. Describe and document incidents where this has been a problem at

( other operating reactors.

Contention 47 deals with the lack of a radionuclide/ sediment transport26.

model which has been field verified.

Questions:
.

I How does this problem specifically apply to Midland?a.

b b. Document the specific measures that have been taken to solve this

problem at Midland.
Contention 4 8 deals with the lack of an adequate analysis by the IGC staff27.

.

to design basis floods.

Questions: ,

What improvements have been made by the Staff on design basiss.

floods as it applies to SHdland since it was identified as a problem by the

ACRS and in both NUREG-0410 and the Black Fox testimony?

b. Control of flooding at Midland depends on the integrity of a series

bb of dams on the Tittabawassee River system. Are there any plans for con-

tinued monitoring of these dams to be assured of their integrity?.
~

c. What will be the series of events that will take place at the Midland

nuclear plant if flooding takes place?
\

f
d. In the event that all the dewatering systems break down, because of

% power failure during flood conditions, what will be the affect on the operation-

of the Midland nuclear plant?

* --
_ - _ - - _
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# 28. Contention 49 deals with the fact that there is no assurance that the design
( :

.

and operation of safety-related water supplies will insure adequate. operation of the

systems in the event of extreme cold weather and ice build-up. -(
~

- - '

Questions:

a. How does this prchlem specifically apply to Midland?

A$6,g(,F6 o. List the specific measures that are being taken to resolve this issue.

29. Contention 50 deals with the fact that occupational radiation exposure to

station and contractor personnel has been increasing, leading to hiring of transient

workers which can increase the risk of operator error, sabotage, etc., as the Staff

has re cognized in NUREG-0410 and the Black Fox testimony.

Questions:

a. What methods have been taken to reduce occupational exposure atf48
Midland since this problem was identified in NUREG-0410 and the Black Fox

-

testimony?

ggg b. Has any staff member or consultant disagreed with the adequacy of

these measures ?

NS6 c. Describe and document the nature of these concerns.

OLg d. Are there plans to use transient workers at Midland at this time?

e. If so, what kinds of criteria for qualifications of these workersggg
will be used?

30 Contention 51 deals with the fact that there is no assurance that existing
'

geometry can adequately satisfy the functional design criteria for the behavior.of

fuel element assemblies during accident conditions.

Questions:

a. How does this problem specifically apply to the Midland nuclear plant?

b. List and document the specific measures that have been taken to
Of6

resolve this issue.
;

N.B. Due to a typographical error in the numbering of my contentions, numbers
46 on are incorrect. I have renumbered them correctly for these interrog-

\ atories.

:
*
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, Content on 52 de is with the unreliable performance of dicsclgenerntors.
\ ~

Questior .-

~-

Describe and~ document the incidents of failures in diesel kenerators.

'

at operating reactors.

Provide documentation on the causes of these failures.

How have these problems been resolved ?.

Will the serious questions raised about the integrity of the diesel

generator building itself further exacerbate the p.roblems with the per-

formance of t e di el generators ? Provide documentation for the answer.

Contenti 53 de is with the lack of adequate safety and environmentalggpag/
criteria for rep oce of major pieces of equipment and of total decommissioning.

What mode is now planned for decommissioning these plants ?

/. If mothballing is the choice of decommission, who will pay for the

guards, security, surveillance, monitoring and maintenanc'e thnt the plants

will require ?

[ If entombing in concrete is planned, have local and state officials been
notified that because of the 16ng half-life of nickel-59, which has a half-life

of 80,000 years means that the structures will remain there until they dis-
j

integrate and will have to be monitored permanently and with no tax base to

pay for this ? .
.

/ How long can concreto structures already stressed by the soil settle-
ment problems be expected to last ?

/. If dismantling will be done under water, where will the highly radio-
active parts be stored?

[ The costs of these options will vary greatly. How have they been

pensiderep in the cost benefit analysis ?In what way[ What are the 6uidelines
cost.

What environmental and safety criteria have been established for the.

possible replacement of the steam generators or other major harts as

has occurred at other nuclear plants ?

\ .i
.

S

O
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Content' n 54 d als with the possibility of damage to safety systems due.

to turbine missi es. .f
4

'

Questions: 1
* ' The ACRS stated that this prant is unusually susceptible to the turbine

missile problem. What additional safeguards will be provided to avoid this

problem ?

Describe and document the incidents of turbine missile problems in

operating re rs.

$d/R77 Content n 55 eals with questions of adequacy of seismic design.

Questio[s:

Will the most recent seismic criteria be implemented at the Midland

site for all the buildings when the plant begins operation?

Which b di s will not be included ?.

g9gg7)wt/ . Codhntign 56 d als with the fact that Midland is not designed to accoin-

modate a total .oss o C power.

Question :

[ What back-up systems have been provided for loss of AC power?.

Provide documentation.

[ How willloss of AC power affect the opehation of this plant?
Describe and document incidents of the loss of AC power and their effects

at other ope t g reactors.

ggggf rA/ Contenti 57 als with the fact that the electrical system will not function

adequately unde!ac ent and/or fire conditions.

Questions: .J /,

What fire tests have been done since those made in Septergber and.

October,1978 ? Document.

What Improvements have been made in electrical wiring equipment since
Ithe September, October,1978 fire tests ?

How will the environmental qualifications be met for operating under

accident coriditions for the electrical equipment in the following critical

safety systems: Containment, spray, core flood, emergency core cooling,
auxiliary feedwater, nuclear service water, containment isolation, decay

heat removal and containment coolingL

*
_ e - -- .-- - .-
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( Addendum #1
\. 0i$J 8 7/030 ?'

tention 13 deals'with the financial qualifications of Consumer Power

to operate the plant. While a recent ruling by the NRC states that reviewing.-

financial qualifications of utilities will no longer be required at licensing procedures,

the fact is that consideration of Consumers Power Co.'s financial plight as the result

of the construction of these plants taints all of their decisions as well as those of;

.i

j the staff.

For example, Inspector Joseph Kane said that from the standpoint of public
'' safety alone, that removal and replacement would be a better solution to the diesel

generator building, but since costs and impact on schedule were important thani '

that is not the best option (p 4209-10)..

Similarly, the most recent letter to Cook on May 25, 1982, does away with all
,

the disclosures that the soil settlement hearings have yet to provide on what are
.

'

adequate remedial measures for the cracked and sinking buildings. This letter

surely reflects a total concession to Consumers' financial plight and schedule with-

out regard for public safety. -
,

Consumers Power Co. has been placed on Credit Watch by Standard and Poors.

This ruling on not reviewing financial qualifications is being appealed in court.
,

.

.
; .

;

.
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PROOF OF SERVICE :

:
!
' '

I certify that on June 18,1982, I mailed copies of the foregoi
,

[nterrogatories of Intervenor Mary P. Sinclair to the Nuclear Regulatory
'

Commission Docketing and Services Section for filing, and that on the same
I day I mailed copies of said Interrogatories to the persons shown on the

attached Service List below, all by first class mail, postage prepaid.
,

|

OYA
Mary P. Sindair, Intervenor

'

..

.

Charles Bechhoefer, Esq. Michael I. Miller, Esq.
Atomic Safety & Licensing Board Ronald G. Zamarin, Esq.

( U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Alan S. Farnell, Esq.
Washington, D.C. 20555 Isham, Lincoln & Beale-

*

Suite 4200
Mr. Ralph S. Decker 1 First National Plaza
Atomic Safety & Licensir.g Board Chicago, Illinois 60603
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 Mr. Wendell Marshall

Route 10
Dr. Frederick P. Cowan . Midland, MI 48640
Apt. B-125 .

._

6125 N. Verde Trail Ms. Barbara Stamiris
Boca Raton, Florida 33433 5795 N. River

Freeland, MI 48623
Jerry Harbour, Esq.
Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

Secretary,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555 -

7
Attention: Docketing and Services Section

,
x_..'

*
n
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'
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RSB W. Jensen G. Mazetis B. Sheron
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AEB A. Chu T. Quay L. G. Hulman

RRAB F. Coffman T. Ashok

CSB P. Hearn J. Shapaher W. Butler

EQB A. Lee G. Bachi Z. Rosztoczy
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* August 10, 1982

Note to: Elinor G. Adensam

From: William D. Paton

Subject: Quality Assurance Issues to be Addressed at an Evidentiary Session
in the Midland Proceeding

Attached to this note is the July 7,1982 Memorandum and Order (hereaf ter
" July Order") by,the Midland licensing board in which they comment on issues
they wish to have addressed at the forthcoming evidentiary session on quality
assurance and quality control matters. Those issues are:

1. As discussed on page 3 of the July Order, Staff testimony should
discuss "in detail" the basis for the Staff's position set forth in
our June 29, 1982 letter in which we expressed our conclusion that
it was necessary to supplement the testimony prev.iously submitted
with respect to quality assurance. The Board suggests that not _

only Mr. Keppler be available but also any QC inspectors who might
have more detailed knowledge of significant matters dealt with by
Mr. Keppler to the extent that their presence might in assist
creating an adequate record. We will have to consult with Mr.
Keppler to determine precisely what he had in mind when he
concluded that it was necessary to supplement his previous
testimony, but it appears at this point that one of the major
factors was the apparent discrepancies in the facts set forth in
our recent SALP report and Consumers' response to that report.

2. Qualifications of QC inspectors. (July Order, p.4)
'

3. Questions asked by the Board concernin the adequacy f the QA 4 -
M's

" program for underpinning activities. July Order p.4 '

4. "Certain matters" discussed in the Licensing Board's April 30, 1982
Memorandum and Order (hereaf ter April Order). (I also attached a
copy of the April Order). .

_

A. The coverage of the QA program for soils related activities,

ipobyi m o i b s. - fp;spe
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B. The matter referred to by the Licensing Board beginning at
page 16 of its April Order concerning a 42 inch, diameter hole
that was drilled to a depth of 40 feet within the."Q" fill

f- area apparently without proper authority without the-

i development of or adherence to written procedures without the
participation of the onsite geotechnical engineer and without
adequate QA/QC surveillance.

~

C. The matter referred to at page 17 of the Board's April Order
concerning loose sands.

D. Staff inspec; ion reports 82-05 (Detp) and 82-06 (Detp).
T10 H 4-1-oct M*l-1-1-o33

NCR#M01-9-2-051(April;21,1982),
p ,,

Bechtel Non-Conformance', E.
Reports Nos. 4199 (including Stop Work Order FSW-22) and 4245.

F. The suggestion in the interim ACRS report of June 8, 1982 that
there be a broader assessment of~ Midland's design adequacy and ,

construction quality ~.

G. The results of the Staff evaluation of Drawing 7220-C-45 (See
Memorandum and Order of May 7,1982).

The above subjects were addressed by the Licensing Board in its April 30, and
July 7, 1982 Orders. There are other QA matters that will have to be
addressed at the evidentiary hearing. One is fairly extensive testimony
concerning the impact of the subject matter of the " management meeting" that
is to take place with CPC sometime within the next 3 weeks. If Mr. Keppler

believes that the outcome of that meeting remedies CPC's QA problems, he will
have to explain that to the Board.

We may also have to address the subject of recent -affidavits provided NRC by
GAP and other documents provided Region III concerning ZACK (provided by
T.Howard).

Region III confirmed yesterday that they expect to be able to prepare their
QA testimony by October 31, 1982.

1

%

W Paton.

Midland Counsel
'

Enclosures: -

July Order
April Order

cc w/ enclosures:
Robert F. Warnick (Reg. III)
Ross B. Landsman (Reg. III)
Darl Hood

. - - . _ .- .
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PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED DURING OCTOBER-NOVEMBER,1982 MIDLAND CONST .
INSPECTION

-

Heat number traceability in structural steel1.
i

Discrepancies between design drawings and actual construct on2.

Design control problems ~

['t ["k3. #'

Designdocumentcontrolproblems;(',tFed mWQ$Gke b ra.w%4. ~

Receipt inspections failed to identify problems5.
ed to identify same Q +++.M-b (L*oblem
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Cable tray segregation problem *f " " * . p. ' r p * * *te Mc7.

Concrete chippigg y tj o y lled per procedure
opp.v

8.

Field inspections failed to identify above problems9.

One QC inspection was not correct10.

Almost 16,000 open inspection records (IR's) in plant11.
N .,

u 2)e y ,,,a ,,3
Not all problems documented on nonconformance reports
Q s

13.
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PROBLEMS IDENTIFIED DURING OCTOBER-NOVEMBER,

1982 MIDLAND CONSTRUCT [ ION
-

INSPECTION
- }(

'

l
'1. Heat number traceability in structural steel

,

2 Discrepancies between design drawings and actual construction |

3. Design control problems - MA # /'

Design document control problems -

5. Receipt inspections failed to identify problems g, ,

6. Overinspection (or reinspection) failed to identify same problem

as in item 5

7. Cable tray segregation problem [
Concrete chipping not controlled per procedure (,

9. Field inspections failed to identify above problems

10. One QC inspection was not correct

11. Almost 16,000 open inspection records (IR's) in ant

,12 . In Process Inspection Notices (IPIN's) hide e tent of problems

Not all problems documented on nonconform ce reports
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NCEED-T

SUBJECT: Testimony for ASLB Hearings, Midland Nuclear Power Plant -
Diesel Generator Building and Service Water Pucp Structure

THRU: Commander, North Central Division
ATTN: NCDED-G (James Simpson)

TO: Mr. George Lear
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Chief, Hydrologic and Geotechnical Engr. Br.
Division of Engineering
Mail Stop P-214
Washington, DC 20555

The testimony of Mr. Hari N. Singh for the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board

hearings pertaining to the Diesel Generator Building and Service Water Pump

Structure is inclosed. The testimony of Mr.- William C. Otto pertaining to the

Diesel Generator Building is also inclosed.

.

.

FOR THE COMMANDER: e
f* r. I

\ ), .

*

| t

.) Incl P. McCALLISTER, P.E.
Chief, Engineering Divisionas

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
So- 319 Ot tom &. .

Docket No. Io - 3M oll OM Official Exh. No. EY l
In the Matter of '

-

w u .u.;t. m i ex -

Staff- Identified.N A7plic mt Receiv9d- #
\ Interveror __ R:Jected _}) Cc.q t 's Gff ' r

_

/N' f ~2 bb)(g Contractor
/ M M __ 3 ate0 . -

Other #itness- Mb
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
-

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

In the Matter of )
)

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY ) Docket Nos. 50-329-0M & OL
) 50-330-0M & OL

(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2) )

TESTI)ONY OF HARI NARAIN SINGH CONCERNING
DIESEL GENERATOR BUILDING

Q.1. Please state your name and position with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers.

A. My name is Hari N. Singh. I am a Civil Engineer in the Geotechnical
Branch of the Engineering Division, NCD Chicago District of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. .

Q. 2. How did the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers get involved in the review
process of the Midland Plant, and what are the areas of its
responsibilities ?

A. Pursuant to an interagency agreement between the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (the
Corps) which becaoe effective in September 1979, the Corps undertoo'k to
provide technical assistance to the NRC. The Corps provides assistance
on the geotechnical engineering aspects of the Midland Plant.

Q.3. Have you prepared a staterent of your professional qualifications?
'

A. Yes, a copy is attached.

Q. 4. Please state the nature of your responsibilities with respect to the
Midland Plant.-

A. My involvement with the Midland Plant began in May 1980, when I was
assigned the responsibility as the Corps' lead reviewer for the
geotechnical concerns at the Midland Plant. As lead reviewer, I worked

with engineers and geologists in the Geotechnical Engineering Section of
the Detroit District, who were engaged in reviewing the materials used
in the foundation design of the plant. As the full-time lead reviewer,

my responsibilities were to coordinate with all the reviewers, examine
their comments, perfo rm my own review, discuss comments with the Section
Chief and prepare a final letter report to be transmitted to the NRC.
The structures being reviewed include the following: 1) Auxiliary

Building, 2) Reactor Building Units 1 and 2, 3) Diesel Generator
Building, 4) Borated Water Storage Tanks Units 1 and 2, 5) Service
Water Pump Structure, 6) Diesel Fuel Storage Tanks, 7) Seismic Category
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I Piping and Conduits, 8) Retaining Walls, and 9) the dikes adjacent to-

the Emergency Cooling Water Reservoir (ECWR).

Q, 5. What are the existing soil probless at the Diesel Generator Building
Site?

1

A. (a) Settlement: The soil surface, supporting the Diesel Generator

Building, has settled excessively as well as unevenly, causing warping
of the footings and cracking of the building's walls. Further, whether

i or not the process of settlement is stabilized has not yet been.t

determined; therefore, further propagation of the existing cracks and^

development of new cracks might continue jeopardizing the safety of the
structure.

i It began in August, 1978, when through the normal settlement monitoring
it was discovered that the partially completed Diesel Generatorj program, j

: Building ha7 settled more than the expected settlement for the structure
at that time. A preliminary investigation of the f oundation soils,
which consist of compacted fill materials, revealed that soils were
inadequately compacted, and that the soils were heterogen[ous in nature.j

! They consisted of sands with relative density varying from loose to very
| dense and clay with consistency sof t to very stif f. As a consequence of

such poor soil properties, in some area under the structure, the,

j foundation soils did not provide adequate support to the structure,

I resulting in excessive and uneven settlements. As of 19 January 1979,
I the corners of the east wall of the structure had settled approximately

50% more than their counterparts of the west wall, with maximum
settlement of 4.25" at the southeast corner and minimum settlement of
2.09" at the northwest corner (See Attachment 1) and there was no
evidence to indicate that the foundations have stabilized.

'
To accelerate the settlements under the existing loads, and to minimize

1

them under the future loads (dead loads of additional construction, liveI ;

loads, dewatering loads, etc.), so that necessary piping connections to
the structure could be made with assurance that no overstressing in i

piping could occur due to future settlements of the building, the
applicant surcharged the partially built structure and a portion of the;

surrounding areas with 2200 lbs per square foot of surcharge loading.
Thg, full surcharge remained in effect for 132 days, beginning on 6 April

3

19M.'

The surcharge, as expected, produced additional consolidation in the
fill materials which accelerated the settlements, but it raised

questions; (1) whether the precompression stress produced by the
surcharge would exceed the stresses that would be created by future
loads, and as such any future settlement would be insignificant to the
saf ety of the structure, (2) whether the rigidity of the structure
prevented the surcharge loads to become effective in producing
consolidation in areas of more compressible soil, and in future a
redistribution of loads on the foundation surface is possible, and (3)
whether the additional settlements created by the surcharge load' (See
At tachment 2 for settlements due to surcharge), have done any permanent

2
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damage to, or have induced stresses in the partially completed
structure, and the piping underneath the structure, which would be
detrimental to the ability of the structure to withstand severe future
environmental loads (earthquake, tornado, etc.). The Corps of Engineers
questioned the validity of the surcharge results, and in its report of
'16 July 1980, which was transmitted to the applicant on 7 August 1980
by the NRC, requested the applicant to_ verify the field observed
settleme,nt_s_ by settlements computed on the basis of results of

,

laboratory tests conducted on representative soil samples (details of
request for soil explorations and testing given in item.. .). The Co rps
also requested the applicant in its report of 7 July 1980 and 15 April
1981, and at various meetings (structural audit in April 1981 at Ann
Arbor, and in a meeting at Bethesda in first week of Jun'e 1981) to *

compute stresses inWoundation due to settlements. The above reglests
Would have provided answers to the three questions, but as of today, no
response to the above request has been received and as such, the Corps
of Engineers is not in a position to complete its review and testify
regarding the adequacy of the Diesel Generator Building.

Q. 6. What are the ef fects of the past settlements and the settlements created
by the surcharge?

A. Structures founded on soil mass settle to a degree depending upon
the compressibility and uniformity of the soil mass under the
f ounda tion. Before building a structure, soil explorations and testings
are carried out to determine soil characteristics, which form the basis
to determine the most suitable location for the structure and to
proportion its foundation. One of the main purposes of exploration and
testing is to enable the engineer to select the site which will cause
minimum settlement so that no additional consideration for settlements
is needed in design.

The settlements of the foundation soil under the Diesel Generator ,

Building have exceeded the expected limits of settlements. Because of
4the structure being rigid, approximately uniform settlements were

expected under the building. However, the settlements observed prior to
the surcharge indicate uneven settlements creating differential
settlements resulting in curvatures. Consequently, additional flexural
and shear stresses have been induced in the structure. Subs equent to
the surcharge, the magnitude of the settlements further increased and
the curvatures of the footings in some area increased causing further
increase in bending and shear stresses. Attachment 3 shows a
qualitative assessment of increase in curvature of the footings under
the east wall of the Diesel Generator Building. The wall supported by ,

this footing has shown considerable increase in number of cracks, since y,4 '
the surcharge load was applied (number of cracks prior to surcharge 10, **,k'

as per response to question 14,10 CFR 50.54 (f), Figure 142, number of
cracks since surcharge 16). The additional curvature created by the

surcharge appears to be a major factor in creating these cracks.

The Corps of Engineers, in its reports of 15 April 1981, indicated th'at
an analysis of stresses induced by the warping should be performed

3
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taking into account the dif ferential settlements over the life span
of the plant (40 years). As of this date, the applicant has not

furnished the requested analysis.

Q.7. What are the results of soil exploration and testings (July 1981
reports of Woodward-Clyde consultants and Dr. Peck's enclosures)7

A. In response to the Corps of Engineers request for soil exploration
and testing, the applicant retained the Woodward-Clyde consultant to

perform borings and testings. The consultant performed soil exploration
in the areas designated by the Corps of Engineers around the Diesel
Generator Building, conducted laboratory testings and presented the
exploration and test results in a two volume report. In early August

1981, the applicant transmitted to the Corps of Engineers a copy of the
report and a copy of its evaluation by Dr. Ralph Peck. Part one of the

report contains the following:

(1) Boring logs for 12 borings advanced by the Woodward-Clyde
consultant.

(2) Inder properties test results.

(3) Particle-size distribution curves.
(4) Shear strength test results.
(5) Consolidation test results.
(6) Supporting data for CIU triaxial tests.
(7) Supporting data for CAU triaxial tests.
(8) Supporting data for consolidation tests.

Part two of the report contains the Index properties of the
consolidation tests specimens (Tables 1&2), the maximum past
consolidation pressure (Table 3) reportedly computed independently by
three dif ferent engineers of the Woodward-Clyde consultants' staff. '
Also contained in part two are; (a) the results of the preconsolidation

pressures (Table 4)computedby/|YytheGoldberg-Zoino-Dunnicliffghe three engineers using the results of
,

, the consolidation tests carrie ,,..4
'

(GZD) in 1978; (b) Graphical comparison of the precompression pressures
with the actual pressures at various depth ha'au the ground surface
(Figure 3 & 4); and (c) strains - log P corves Ibr the Woodward-Clyde
test as well as GZD tests (Appendix A and AppenaLR B).

Q. 8. Did you evaluate and draw your own conclusi6ps du '3oodward-Clyde report
and Dr. Peck's evaluation of the test results? 7:f yes, then what are
your comments?

The Corps of Engineers has reviewed the results of the exploration,A.
testing and precompression pressures provided in the Woodward-Clyde
Consultants ' report, and Dr. R.B. Peck's evaluation of tne test results
provided in a separate volume. The following are the review comments:

(1) Corps of Engineers' representatives observed the soil
exploration program carried out by the Woodward-Clyde Consultant and
found that it had been carried out in accordance with the
state-of-the art method. Drilling operation, taking samples from

4
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ground, logging visual classifications, recording readings from the
various gages on the drill-rig, handling of samples, transportation to
the testing laboratory and extrusion of the samples from the tubes, etc.
were carried out by experienced drillers, geologists and lab
technicians. The Corps of Engineers is satisfied by the soil
exploration program.

.

(2) The drained shear strength parameters (3', c) determined by
the consolidated undrained tests with pore pressure measurement (CIU,
CAU) and presented in Tables D-1, D-2 are better than those used by the
applicant in its computation of the bearing capacity analysis, which
was submitted by the applicant in response to Question 40(2),10CFR
50.54(f). However, in its response to Question 40(2)2 the annlicant
has not demonstrated that shear strength parameters, 0 = 29.2* and
C = 114 lbc per square foot, used in its analysis were the
_ representative parameters for the soil underneath the Diesel Generator
_ Building.

(3) The results of the consolidation tests indicate that all the
tests were carried out to a maximum consolidation stress of 64 tons per
square foot (tsf). The maximum past consolidation pressure
(preconsolidation pressure) have reportedly been computed by three
engineers independently on the basis of the tests carried to 64 tsf
consolidation pressure as well[on the basis as if the tests stopped at
16 tsf consolidation pressures. The computed preconsolidation pressures
are tabulated in Table 3 of part 2. The results indicate that
preconsolidation pressure computed on the basis of the consolidation
tests carried to 64 tsf stress are not consistent with the set tlements
that have occurred under the foundations of the Diesel Generator
Building prior to surcharging. For example, the computed
preconsolidation pressures for eight samples taken from COE-13A and j
COE-13B varies from 1.48 tsf to 3.20 tsf with an average of 3.41 tsf.

#
Excl'uding the ef fects of 1.1 tsf of surchar3e and approximately 1.05 tsf
of overburden (overburden pressure at mid-depth of the clay column at q
COE-13A, with average soil density of 140 lbs /cF ), the net average
precompression prior to streharge turned out to be 1.2. esf. With this

preconsolidation pressure in the clay soil at COE-13 and its close
vicinity, the south east corner of the Diesel Generator Building, any
settlement caused by a foundation pressure of 1.2. esf and less would
have been negligible,,being the results of precompression. Howe ve r,

fiuld measurements has indicated that the southeast corner of the
building had settled 4.25" (See Attachment-1) under a foundation
pressure of 0.7 tsf (See Attachment-2, Fig. 4-A, 10CFR 50.54(f)). Thus
the observed settlenent of 4.25" under a pressure 0.7 tsf at the
southeast corner is inconsistent with the preconsolidation pressure
computed on the basis of consolidation test carried to 64 tsf
consolidation pressure.

(4) The e - log p curves for the samples, that show high
precompression pressures at 64 tsf maximum consolidation pressure,

'

5
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appear to have been af fected by f actors other than consolidation,
such as high elastic deformation and some crushing of sand particles.
Therefore, portions of the e - log p curves influenced by these
non-consolidation factors should not be considered in computing
preconsolidation pressure.

The Corps of Engineers replotted the e - log iI curves (Attachment 5)
for boring COE 13A and COE 13B at a larger scale than those used in the
Woodward-Clyde report. These curves provided somewhat better perception
of the behavior of the curves; the points of maximum curvature were more
perceptible, the straight line portions of the curves were more defined,
and with some curves a trend of increasing curvature at larger
consolidation pressure was noticed. Of the eight samples tested for
which preconsolidation pressures were computed on 64 tsf and 16 tsf
maximum consolidation pressures, four samples (S-1B, S-3D, S-4B, S-9B)
showed practically no change in their preconsolidAtion pressures
computed on the above two basis. The remaining four (S-3C, S-6C, S-8B,
S-5C) showed considerable variation in their precompression pressure
under the two testing conditions with higher values at 64 tsf. A close
review of the curves indicates that curves for the later group show an
unusual behavior. Two of the specimen (S-3C, S-SC) show increase in
curvature, and the other two (S-6C, S-8B) show constant curvature at
higher pressure af ter showing a trend of decrease at gradually
increasing pressure from 0.0 to somewhere between 16 esf to 32 esf.
This may be due to high elastic strains and some crushing of the sand
components which constitutes approximately 40% of the soil. The high
rebound at 64 tsf indicates influence of high elastic strain af ter 16
t s f. The curve, beyond the point at which increase in curvature begins,
does not represent consolidation; the change in void ratio might be the
results of the sliding as well as crushing of the particles and high
elastic strains. The Corps of Engineers is of the opinion that the
portions of the e - log p curves showing increasing curvature should not
be considered in computation of preconsolidation pressure. In cases of -

curves with constant curvature af ter some specific value of
1consolidation stress, the initial portion of the curve with constant

curvature should be used in computing preconsolidation pressure.

(5) In paragraph 3 of page 3 of Dr. R.B. Peck's evaluation, it has
been concluded that preconsolidation pressures for the surchaged clay of
Boring 9 (ODE-9) were substantially greater than those dete rmined by
means of sampling and testing. This conclusion was reached on the basis
of information obtained from pocket penetrometer, verbal description of
soils and a empirical equation e = .10 + .004Ip. In the opinion of the

pn
Corps of Engineers, soil information obtained by proper sampling and
testing, as in the case of the soils in this discussion, are more
reliable than those obtained on the basis of the index properties and
verbal' soil description. The three factors used by Dr. Peck provide
only rough guidance to engineers and cannot be relied upon. The results
obtained using these factors could very well be used to design an
ordinary structure, but for a Category I structure of a nuclear power
plant.ft is not advisable to depend on them. The value obtained by

actual test should be used.

6
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The Corps of Engineers computed and compared fi values obtained from
pn

the empirical equation (c_ = .10 + .004Ip) and from actual laboratory
pn c,;&

tested values, using test data provided in, Engineering Manual
EM-1110-2-5008 dated 15 October 1980 (See Attachment ). The
empirical equation provided a ji value approximately 45% higher than

pn
actual value. Therefore, it is concluded that the empirical equation
(c = .10 + .0041p) provides very approximate values of JLand cannot be
pn pn

used with confidence in important structures such as the Diesel
Generator Bdilding. -

The test results obtained from Pocket Penetrometers are not reliable;

they provide some guidance for visual classification during exploration.
Messrs M.G. Spangler and R.L. Handy have stated on page 101 of their
book " Soil Engineeringg" y "The pocket penetrometer is sometimes used on
drive samples obtained from standard penetration test, but little or no
reliance should be placed on such tests." Therefore, the Corps of
Engineers does not concur with Dr. Peck's conclusions obtained using
Pocket Penetrometer values to evaluate the test re s ult s..

The verbal description of soil, normally done during soil exploration,
is not an accurate method of determining the engineering properties of
soils. Consistency of clay determined by visual inspection or by pocket
penetrometer tests are not reliable. This is because the pocket

penetrometer values are not reliable and the results of the visual
classifications may vary from one individual to the other. Thus, to

rely on the consistency of soil recorded by verbal description as
described for samples of COE-9 is not a sound engineering practice.
Therefore, the shear strength inferred from the visual soil
classification as used on page 3 of Dr. Peck's evaluation is not
justified.

.

(6) In paragraph 4 of page 2 of his evaluation, Dr. Peck has
evaluated the accuracy of the preconsolidation pressure computed for
three samples taken from three dif ferent elevations of a 7' high clay
column. The computed preconsolidation pressure for the sample located
in the middle of the 7' high clay column is lower than that for samples
located near the top and bottom of the column. Quoting Dr. . Peck, he has
concluded, "In reality, the preconsolidation pressure must have been
nearly identical at all three points, unless the fill was extremely
heterogeneous. The latter conclusion is not born out by the detailed

log of Boring 12A. Therefore, one must conclude that the
preconsolidation pressure determined for the sample at intermediate is
too low. The most conservative interpretation would place the
preconsolidation pressure for intermediate point at value greater than
2.1 tons per square foot, the least value estimated by any of the three
engineers for overlying sample."

,

The Corps of Engineers disagrees with Dr. Peck's conclusion. The lower

7
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preconsolidation pressure at the intermediate point might have been
caused due to a variation in compactive ef forts during compaction of
the fill material. It has already been established that inadequate
compaction has caused the settlements under the structure. The soil

layers in the top and the bottom of the 7' clay column might have been
compacted better than those in the middle, which caused dif ference in
preconsolidation pressure.

(7) Referring to paragraph 3, page 2 of Dr. Peck's evaluation; the
Corps of Engineers agree that strain - log p curves are smooth curves,
without obvious breaks between flatter upper and steeper lower branch.
But the point of maximum curvature can be dete rmined within reasonable
accuracy if the curves are plotted on somewhat larger scale than that
used in Woodward-Clyde report, No doubt, there will be some variation~

in choice of point of maximum curvature, but the margin of
interpretation shown by the three engineers is too large. The Corps of
Engineers' evaluation of precompression pressures for samples of COE-13
die given and compared in Attachment 6 with those provided in
Woodward-Clyde report. The Corps' values are consistently less than
those of Woodward-Clyde values.

(8) Conclusions:

(a) Shear strength parameters determined for the foundation
soils under the Diesel Generator Building are more reliable based on
test data than those previous arbitrarily assumed parameters used in
bearing capacity analysis and furnished in response to Question 40
(10CFR 50.54(f)). Therefore, the bearing capacity of the foundation
soils is adequate.

(b) The precompression pressures, computed on the basis of the '
consolidation test results obtained af ter extending the tests to full
64 tsf consolidation pressure, are not valid in all cases, because the ,

e - log p curves for these cases show an increase in curvature at higher .;

pressures, a behavior not expected in consolidation of soils. Also, the 4
inconsistency between settlements and preconsolidation pressures
described in paragraph 3 substantiates the fact that precompression
stresses provided in report are not accurate. Therefore, the

preconsolidation pressure! computed and reported in the Woodward-Clyde
report are not acceptable.

(c) The precompression pressures for many sa=ples, for example,
samples of Boring COE-9, have indicated that the preconsolidation
pressures are less that the total design external pressure (stresses
due to dead load, semi permanent loads, etc.), therefore, some
additional settlements should be dete rmined and be used in dete rmination
of stressca in the structure.

(d) The applicant has not yet furnished any information that
indicates that it has determined the stresses in the structure
incorporating the ef fects of total settlements (the settlements that has
already occurred, future prima ry and seconda ry set tlements ).

8
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(e) The settlement stresses are per:nanent in nature and as such
are equivalent to the stresses produced by dead loads. Therefore, in' i

l checking structure stresses in various load combinations it must be
considered as dead load s tress.
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UNITED STATES W AMERICA
IIUC12AR REGULATORY CGetISSIDW

SEFORE TB ATt3 TIC SAFETT AND LICENSING BOARD

In the meter of ) Dode t Nos. 5 0-329 43seo L
Coasusare pouee Compsmy ) 50-330-00140L
(Midland N-Amar Power Flast) )

Testinser of William C. Otto with resseet to Geotechnical review. Itidland
Emeleer Feuer Flest.

Q-1. Flesse state your asas and posities with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineere.

A. % asume is William C. Otas. I$ posittee udth the U.S. Army Corps of
kagineers is chief of the Gese:achaical seetles of the Technical Breach,
Engineering Divisies, hatreit District.

@2. Mies 44 the D.S. Army Cespe af Regineens gat ierolied in the rerier
process of the Midland Beelear Feuer Plast, and what sem the areas of its

; reopensibilitieef

A. Accoedlag to lateragency Agremost Es. BC-03-79-167, between the U.S.
Neclas r Regualatory Commission (EC) and the U.S. Arug Carpe of Eagineere.I

9-3. Base yee prepared a statement of your preessetemal qualificatieaf

A. Tee. A copy of this statement to attaches.

W4. Flesse state the esture of reopenethd11 time that yee have with respect '

to the Midland Beclear Power Flast in.its 1 and 2.
:

(Joe Esse to urite) 7
|

| Q- 5. Fleese state the pwpose af this testimeg?

A. The purpose af this testimesy is to eas1 mete dether the soil
Lavastigatione ando et the Diesel Generator Building were suf fic1*S* **
determine the engi_,Leeries properties d the fill enterial eder %e aresad the
building and to evaluate the settlement of the fill and er caesolidatioe of
the fill as terial.

|

Q- 6 Why me the request for berings at the Diesel Generator Building udef

i A. The informaties concerning record sampling of the fill material
I furnished in the FSAR is not adequate to evolusta the stability sad settlement

of the Diesel Generator Building.

Q-7 Did you revies the appl.icaat's soil data and analysis of the Diesel
Generator Building boring and settlement analysia tacluding the Preload
Prograa fi

I

|
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A. Yes - but the soil esta is not adequate. Addittment sti bortgs and
laboratory tests at the sita mere needed.

Q-8. Wee the original request for addiciamel herings at the 31aeal Camerecer
Building ever revised.

Ems - originally WT borings and borings to aarm fm edistehed emplesA.

were requested. This uns later ==df Pied af== there were SPT herias that
! more already takaa that coald be emed me decawam the ampling la the
j e faturbed esople herings.
'

(P 9. Bene the res=Ir= ef the hering coepisted by W and Clyt awateemd
and Ad they espply the needed soil data?

A. Eos - Mr. Enri Slagh has rarissed them and he has ladeded his fla%
in his testimmer of the Diesel C=== rater Building.

I
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Stat ====e of Professional

Qualifications
of

William C. Otto

* = = = William C. Otto

|F$ mea tion

' (1) One year at Pershme University
(2) Tlunes years at Um.tversity of Estre Dame

graduated "Cm fande* BS in C.E. in 1932

Publications

(1) AS1H Statistical Study of Concrete Bes4s. June 1956
(2) Soil Settimamat Conference - Paper on settlement study at Selfridge AF

Rase - 1964
(3) Paper collaborated with St. Lipicam of IES on Erosion Central of time

Reds - 1965

Committee

U.S. ===har of AD80C Committee for investigation of the r : = ting Structure
,

for the laternational Joint commoission of the laternatiemal W Seperior
Board of Control.

Professional Exuperience

(1) Chief of Geocach=fr=1 Engineering Section. *=_i- - ---ing Divi ef == of the 1_

Corps of Engineers, Detroit District 1957 to date. Design of all types of j
Soil Structures on land and unter. Serves as soil aspett for the District on '-|
all phamao of soil ==eh== tem- J

(2) From 1950 to 1957 La the Navy Coasmitants om Soil Deetsas of 140
airf telds world wide, dry docks, emiti-story hospitals, earth and rock
embankmaats and stability of same and other related military structures.

(3) Pram 1944 to 1950 -la charge of asphaltic and aggregate la'aratory of
the Nebraska Highuay.

(4) From 1944 to 1946 - An of ficer in the Buream of Tards and Docks as all
phases of military Civil Works Construction.

(5) 1 941 to 1944 - Engineer with Corpe of Engineers Omaha District on
airfield design and cometraction, hospital construction, airplane
unaufacturing plants and other related military base design and construction.

.
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(6) 1938 to 1941 - Frgiw with International hdary hesice United
States med wro, Calted States Section - Construction of I.evees and Flocduay
''tructures.

(7) 1936 - 1938 - Fagineer for Indiana Higtssay ao construction of 4 lane
divided higbueys.

for U.S.C.S., Band OE(8) 1934 to 1936 - F=-4~
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